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Abstract: Source depth estimation with a vertical line array generally
involves mode filtering, then matched-mode processing. Because mode
filtering is an ill-posed problem if the water column is not well-sampled,
concerns for robustness motivate a simpler approach: source depth dis-
crimination considered as a binary classification problem. It aims to
evaluate whether the source is near the surface or submerged. These two
hypotheses are formulated in terms of normal modes, using the concept
of trapped and free modes. Decision metrics based on classic mode fil-
ters are proposed. Monte Carlo methods are used to predict perfor-
mance and set the parameters of a classifier accordingly.
VC 2016 Acoustical Society of America
[CCC]
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1. Introduction

We address the problem of source depth discrimination in the context of underwater
acoustics. The ability to differentiate surface sources from submerged ones could serve
several applications, from anti-submarine warfare to marine biology. This paper
focuses on the depth discrimination of a low-frequency monochromatic source, based
on data acquired with a vertical line array (VLA) in a range-independent environment.

In this context, source localisation (range and depth estimation) is a well-
known problem, and can be addressed with matched-mode processing methods. These
are beam-forming methods operating in mode space, and thus require mode filtering to
estimate modal amplitudes. However, when the water column is not well-sampled by
the VLA, mode filtering becomes an ill-conditioned problem which can severely
degrade localisation. Therefore, robustness concerns led us to consider source depth
discrimination as a binary hypothesis test.

Source depth discrimination in such a context was originally addressed by
Premus and coworkers.1–3 Their work was based on the concept of trapped and free
modes, which is particularly relevant in a downward-refracting shallow water environ-
ment. The tested hypotheses were that the deterministic part of the signal was due
either only to free modes (surface source hypothesis) or only to trapped modes (sub-
merged source hypothesis). The proposed decision metrics were energy ratios involving
projections of the signal on different subspaces, associated with either the trapped or
free modes.

In our work, we propose a new approach to source depth discrimination,
where the tested hypotheses are formulated in terms of the source depth and involve a
user-chosen discrimination depth. To test such hypotheses, we propose to use as a deci-
sion metric the proportion of energy borne by trapped modes, computed in mode
space, and estimated with a classic modal filter.

The direct link between the hypothesis and the physical model allows evaluat-
ing the relevance of a decision metric through the use of Monte Carlo methods to
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estimate receiver operating characteristics (ROCs). This enables us to compare the use
of different mode filters to build our decision metric, which is illustrated on noisy data
simulated on a VLA spanning only 50% of the water column, a configuration where a
classic localisation scheme works poorly. Besides the choice of a decision metric, the
performance computation also allows the choice of a decision threshold, according to
an expected performance.

In Sec. 2, the normal-mode propagation model is presented, along with the
physical concept of trapped and free modes. Section 3 presents source depth discrimi-
nation as a binary hypothesis test, and proposes decision metrics based on modal filter-
ing. In Sec. 4, we use Monte Carlo performance evaluation to compare the proposed
decision metrics.

2. The normal mode model

The normal mode representation describes the acoustic far field in the frequency
domain as a finite sum of cylindrical propagative modes. For a monochromatic source
at depth zs, the pressure at receiver range r and depth z is

p r; zð Þ ¼ X
jejp=4ffiffiffiffiffiffi
8p
p

q zsð Þ

XM
m¼1

wm zsð Þwm zð Þ e
�jr krm�jamð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

rkrm

p ; (1)

where krm , am, and wm are, respectively, the horizontal wavenumber, the attenuation
coefficient, and the depth-dependent mode function for mode m, q(zs) is the water den-
sity at the source depth, M is the number of propagative modes, and X is the source
complex amplitude at the considered frequency. Note that krm , am, and wm are
frequency-dependent, but because we consider a monochromatic source, this depen-
dence does not appear in our notations.

Equation (1) can be expressed as

pðr; zÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

wmðzÞdmðr; zsÞ; (2)

where the modal amplitude dm(r, zs) of the mth mode is

dm r; zsð Þ ¼ X
jejp=4ffiffiffiffiffiffi
8p
p

q zsð Þ
e�jr krm�jamð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

rkrm

p wm zsð Þ: (3)

For an N-element VLA at range r, sampling the water column at depths z1,…,
zN, the received signal can be expressed in vector notation,

p ¼

pðr; z1Þ
..
.

pðr; zNÞ

2
664

3
775 ¼

w1ðz1Þ � � � wMðz1Þ
..
. . .

. ..
.

w1ðzNÞ � � � wMðzNÞ

2
664

3
775

d1ðr; zsÞ
..
.

dmðr; zsÞ

2
664

3
775 (4)

� Wd; (5)

where W is the N � M matrix of sampled mode functions (or observation matrix) and
d is the M � 1 vector of modal amplitudes. Note that W depends only on environment
and array configuration, whereas d depends on source position. Hence, source localisa-
tion with a VLA can be performed in two separate steps: mode filtering (d estimation)
then matched-mode processing.7

Mode filters are generally linear estimators in the form d̂ ¼ Hp. Among the
most common choices for H, we find,4,5

• The matched filter (MF) HMF ¼ WH , where H denotes conjugate transpose.
• The least-squares (LS) estimator (or pseudo-inverse) HLS ¼ ðWHWÞ�1WH .
• The regularised-least-squares (RLS) estimator HRLS ¼ ðWHWþ bIMÞ�1WH .
• The reduced-rank pseudo-inverse (RRPI) HRRPI, where the smallest singular values of

W are set to zero before computing the pseudo-inverse.

The following developments rely on the fact that in a shallow water environ-
ment with a downward-refracting sound speed profile (SSP), surface sources generally
couple poorly to low-order modes, a phenomenon referred to as mode trapping. As
proposed by Premus and Helfrick,3 we define as trapped the modes with phase speeds
lower than the maximum sound speed in the water column. Non-trapped high-order
modes, which can be excited by surface and submerged sources, are called free modes.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of mode-trapping. On the one hand, modal functions
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show oscillatory depth-dependence where phase speed is higher than sound speed. On
the other hand, trapped modes (modes 1 and 3 on Fig. 1) shows an exponential decay
near the surface where phase speed is lower than sound speed, which limits coupling
with surface sources.

This separation between trapped and free modes leads one to rewrite Eq. (5)
in term of block matrices,

p ¼ Wd (6)

� ½Wt Wf �
dt

df

� �
; (7)

where Wt (respectively, Wf ) is the matrix of sampled trapped (respectively, free) mode
functions and dt (respectively, df ) is the vector of trapped (respectively, free) modal
amplitudes.

3. Depth discrimination

3.1 Tested hypotheses

The problem is to determine, from a noisy VLA signal, whether the source responsible
for the measured signal is a surface source or a submerged one. The problem will be
addressed as a binary classification one, i.e., a choice between the two following
hypotheses:

H0 : zs � zlim;
H1 : zs > zlim;

(8)

where zs is the source depth and zlim the discrimination depth. Note that the z-axis is
oriented downward, so H0 corresponds to surface sources and H1 to submerged ones.
Moreover, the aim here is to discriminate surface and submerged sources, so the dis-
crimination depth zlim is set a few meters below the surface, typically between 5 and
10 m.

From a statistical signal processing point of view, tested hypotheses should be
expressed in terms of measured signal distribution. Here, these distributions result
from the physical model, and are completely determined by the environment and
source frequency (on which depend krm , am, and wm), source range and depth distribu-
tions, and noise distribution.

3.2 Trapped energy ratio in mode space

Based on Eq. (3), we notice that, for a given environment, relative energy repartition
in mode space depends mainly on source depth. Range affects it only through the
attenuation coefficients am, which are low for propagative modes. Thus, we use the
concept of trapped and free modes to build the trapped energy ratio in mode space

Rd ¼
jjdtjj2

jjdjj2
; (9)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Diagram illustrating the concept of mode trapping. (a) Sound speed profile (solid line)
and phase speed of modes 1, 3, 10 (dashed lines). (b) Modal depth functions for modes 1, 3, 10.
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which depends mainly on source depth. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the trapped
energy ratio Rd with source depth in a shallow water environment, for different source
ranges. These curves are valid for the given environment and frequency, but similar
behaviours are observed with other downward-refracting SSP: an oscillatory plateau in
the main part of the water column, decreasing near the boundaries, with lower value
at the surface than at seabed. It is thus considered representative, and is used in the
subsequent reasoning.

The behaviour of trapped energy ratio, exhibited on Fig. 2, makes it a perti-
nent physical quantity for source depth discrimination. In particular, if we neglect
attenuation (am¼ 0), the trapped energy ratio depends only on source depth, not on
source range. Thus, for discrimination depth close enough to the surface (lower than
10 m on the example of Fig. 2), the hypotheses on source depth in Eq. (8) are equiva-
lent to the following hypotheses on trapped energy ratio:

H0 : RdðzsÞ � Rlim � RdðzlimÞ;
H1 : RdðzsÞ > Rlim � RdðzlimÞ:

(10)

In the presence of viscous attenuation, the trapped energy ratio globally
increases with distance, because trapped modes are lower-order modes, therefore less
attenuated. However, the general shape of the curve is preserved, which still allows
depth discrimination.

3.3 Decision metrics

The previous considerations lead us to use an estimation of the trapped energy ratio as
a decision metric for source depth discrimination. An intuitive way to estimate this

ratio from the measured pressure is to use the output d̂ ¼ ½d̂t
T

d̂f
T �T of a mode filter,

R̂d ¼
jjd̂t jj2

jjd̂jj2
: (11)

Note that such an estimate depends on the choice of the mode filter, which
affects d̂. Therefore, each particular mode filter defines a particular decision metric.

The discrimination is done by comparing such a decision metric to a decision
threshold g,

R̂d � g! H0;

R̂d > g! H1:
(12)

The performance of such a classifier is affected by the choice of the decision
threshold g. Thus this choice can be made according to expected performance (generally
a given false alarm rate) with the help of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC).

Fig. 2. (Color online) Evolution of the trapped energy ratio with source depth in a shallow water environment,
for different source ranges. The sound speed profile and mode functions are the same as in Fig. 1. The solid line
is the trapped energy ratio without attenuation, which is independent of source range. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the discrimination depth zlim chosen in Sec. 4.
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Compared to matched-mode processing depth estimation, considering energy
in mode groups rather than individual modal amplitudes allows for better robustness
against modal filtering error. Indeed, mode leakage affects mainly adjacent modes, so
that the bias on a mode estimate is mainly due to modes of the same group.

Compared to the decision metric previously proposed by Premus and
Helfrick,3 the main difference is that energy ratio is here computed in mode space,
whereas they use projections and compute some energy ratio in phone space. Working
in mode space should make the metrics less sensitive to modal interferences on the
array, and therefore to source range. A more minor difference is that the ratio pro-
posed here compares trapped energy to the total energy, whereas the ratio of Premus
and Helfrick compares trapped energy to free energy. As a result, our ratio is the pro-
portion of energy borne by trapped modes.

The main limitation of the proposed approach resides in the use of trapped
and free modes: it is valid for a low-frequency source (so that modal propagation is an
appropriate model) in a downward-refracting SSP (so that the first modes are trapped).

4. Performance evaluation

4.1 General methodology

The propagation hypotheses and classification problem being rigorously defined, it is
possible to evaluate a classifier’s performance with classical binary classification tools
and Monte Carlo methods. As some tools from detection theory will be used to evaluate
binary classifiers’ performance, it is necessary to specify that detection refers here to the
submerged source hypothesis H1. Hence, the detection rate PD is the probability for a
submerged source to be correctly classified (as a submerged source), and the false alarm
rate PFA is the probability for a surface source to be classified as submerged. Then, the
probability for a submerged source to be classified as a surface source is 1 – PD and the
probability for a surface source to be correctly classified is 1 – PFA.

For a given classifier in given environmental conditions, Monte Carlo methods
are used to evaluate the detection and false alarm rates PD and PFA. In the case where
the classifier relies on a comparison of a data-based metric with a decision threshold g
[see Eq. (12)], a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) can give a general view of the
metric’s relevance and help to choose an appropriate decision threshold, based on
expected performance.

An example of performance evaluation is conducted hereafter, and ROC
curves obtained with different decision metrics are presented.

4.2 Hypotheses specification

First, we have to specify the tested hypotheses so that the distribution of measured sig-
nal under each hypothesis is completely determined.

The tested environment is 215 -m deep and has the sound speed profile pre-
sented in Fig. 1. We consider a fluid bottom, with a sound speed of 1800 m/s and
attenuation of 0.1 dB/k. The source frequency is chosen to be 150 Hz. Mode functions,
wavenumbers and attenuation coefficients are numerically computed with KRAKEN
(Ref. 6): there are 24 propagative modes, 9 of which are trapped. The chosen array is
a 30-hydrophone VLA with a 3.7 -m inter-element spacing, spanning only 50% of the
water column. Such a configuration corresponds to an observation matrix W whose
conditioning number is 1.4e8, so modal filtering is expected to work poorly in presence
of noise.

Discrimination depth is set at 8 m. Source depths are randomly drawn from a
uniform distribution between zlim and the appropriate water column boundary (surface
for H0, bottom for H1). Source ranges are randomly drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion between 1 and 20 km.

For generality purpose, we consider a spatially white noise, following a com-
plex circular normal distribution. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is set to 5 dB. For
the noised VLA signal p ¼ Wdþ w, SNR is given by

SNR ¼ 10 log10
jjWdjj2

Efjjwjj2g
: (13)

4.3 Decision metrics

As we stated before, the estimation of the trapped energy ratio in Eq. (11) depends on
the choice of a particular mode filter. Thus, the four mode filters presented in Sec. 2
define four distinct decision metrics. We consider these four metrics, and the one pro-
posed by Premus and Helfrick.3
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Because RRPI and RLS modal filters are tunable, the corresponding decision
metrics are too. Their parameters are set to maximise the area under the ROC curve.
For the RLS approach, b is set to 0.05. For the RRPI approach, the rank is reduced
from 24 to 14. The decision metric of Premus and Helfrick3 also involves rank reduc-
tion, to remove overlap between subspaces of trapped and free modes. The maximal
area under the ROC curve is reached with the original trapped subspace dimension (9)
and a dimension of the free subspace reduced from 15 to 10.

4.4 Results

Figure 3 shows obtained ROC curves for the four decision metrics based on estimation
of the trapped energy ratio, and the decision metric of Premus and Helfrick. Monte
Carlo methods involved 5e5 realisations of the pressure signal under each hypothesis.

The best performances are obtained with the RLS-based approach. Because
the RLS filter can be identical to the MF or the LS filters for particular values of b,
both the latter filters were expected to give poorer results than the RLS approach with
an optimised b.

Although W is not orthogonal and so the matched filter is a biased estimator,
the MF-based classifier happens to give good results in this case. In fact, the aim here
is not to estimate modal amplitudes themselves, but the repartition of energy between
two groups of modes. Then, the matched filter seems particularly appropriate in the
extent that WHW is nearly an order-2 band matrix in the present case.

Because of the high conditioning number and noise level, the classifier based
on LS filter (or pseudo-inverse) follow the non-discrimination line PDðgÞ ¼ PFAðgÞ,
i.e., a random guess would be as efficient. Concerning the RRPI approach, rank-
reduction before computing the pseudo-inverse allows better performance, but not as
good as the RLS approach.

In this configuration, the decision metric of Premus and Helfrick3 gives nearly
the same results as the RRPI approach. Note that the definition of the depth discrimi-
nation problem of Premus and Helfrick is slightly different than ours, as an equivalent
of our discrimination depth zlim is never explicitly given. As a result, the comparison
with the other decision metrics is not straightforward, because the computed perfor-
mance depends on the choice of zlim. One could think our choice of zlim is not appro-
priate for this decision metric, but similar results were observed for different values of
zlim.

Another type of classifier based on matched-mode processing7 has been imple-
mented and evaluated. Matched-mode processing estimates the source depth by match-
ing simulated replicas to the filtered modes. Comparing this estimated depth to the dis-
crimination depth zlim is a simple way to choose between the two hypotheses. With
any of the mode filters previously described, such a classifier yields false alarm rates
higher than 30% in these conditions, whereas the method defined by Eq. (11) and Eq.
(12) allows for low false alarm rates while achieving reasonable detection rates (except
for the LS mode filter). This highlights the interest of the source depth discrimination
approach, compared to depth estimation.

Fig. 3. (Color online) ROC curves for decision metrics based on classic mode filters and decision metric of
Premus and Helfrick. The parameters of tunable decision metrics were set to maximise the area under the ROC
curve.
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The results presented here allow one to choose a decision threshold g to which
the decision metric is compared. This choice results of a compromise between false
alarm and true detection. Note that as the ROC is a parametric curve, with parameter
g, the value of g corresponding to a certain compromise cannot be read directly on
Fig. 3.

5. Conclusion

A new approach to depth discrimination has been proposed, as well as simple decision
metrics based on classic mode filters. Monte Carlo methods were used to evaluate the
performance of a classifier in given conditions. In the case where the classification is
done by comparing a decision metric with a threshold, the choice of this threshold can
be based on an expected false alarm rate.

Note that performance evaluation is performed in some given conditions
(which define the tested hypotheses). For each practical case, the evaluation and com-
parison of the decision metrics should be performed on simulated data, in order to
choose the best metric and a relevant decision threshold. After this theoretical study,
the discrimination can be performed on the real data.

The method has been tested on simulated data for a vertical array spanning
only half of the water column in a shallow water environment. According to the ROC
analysis, the use of the regularised-least square mode filter to estimate the trapped
energy ratio gives the better discrimination results. Furthermore, the proposed method
allows for lower false alarm rate than a decision based on matched-mode processing.
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